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sible for Old Funky to rescue his "dockymint"; the first being
that the paper was hard to tear, and the second that the fire
in this house of confusion was nearly out.
But the scene was a sufficiently shameful one. It would have
been still more so if the uncanny creakings and groanings
above and the elemental hubbub outside the walls hadn't re-
duced to comparative negligibility all conflicts that were merely
human. But they weren't an engaging sight just then—the
proceedings in that front-room at Glymes: Old Funky, with
his red wig awry—nor was it the first time that in a struggle
with Wizzie this unholy topknot had been dis-arranged—
with his thin, black, dripping form swaying about on the
wet floor, struggling frantically to get the paper away from
Wizzie, and Wizzie with a flush of dangerous anger on both
cheeks and with her " 'lurin' " figure more " 'lurin' " than
her antagonist had ever seen it, tugging at the paper so as to
throw it on the fire!
If indeed there is any justification for our theory that by
the intensity of the magnetism released in such scenes a last-
ing impression is made on the chemistry of the finer air it
might well happen that should any reader of this narrative
take the trouble, on some dark stormy afternoon to visit the
ploughed-over dump-heap by the gravel-pit, where the road
from Piddle-Trenthide crosses the lane from Stinsford, he
would become conscious, between pit and hedge, of the furious
wrestling of a beautifully formed woman with a harlequinlike
man, until with a leap and a cry a third figure, more startling
than either, dissolves these "eidola of emotion" into the damp
air around them!
For it was Enoch Quirm himself and none other who brought
this shameful scene to an end. The shock of their physical
contest must have roused him, in a way their voices, however
raised, were unable to do. At any rate he awoke from his
coma to see what looked to him like actual violence being
offered to Wizzie by a veritable rain-goblin, from whose black,
tight-waisted, struggling form the water trickled to the
floor.
Leaping up so suddenly that the head fell from his lap and
went rolling along the carpet, Enoch Quirm, or, to be kind
to him in his downfall, Uryen of "yr Echwyd," came lurching
towards them with such a terrible gleam in his dead eyes that

